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Season of Embers
2021-11-02

usa today bestselling author k a linde returns with house of embers the finale to the royal houses series that
booktok called fourth wing meets throne of glass kerrigan argon fell home from the land of the gods with nothing
but her mate and her mother s bangle now she has to save the world half fae and humans are relegated to third
class citizens they re disappearing en masse and the red masks a terrorist organization now running the dragon
society are behind it all only kerrigan can stop them she has to light the ember to forge a revolution the story of
kerrigan argon a half fae half human as she seeks her place in an unforgiving world filled with magic mayhem and
romance perfect for fans of sarah j maas rebecca yarros and v e schwab

House of Embers
2024-10-08

in charge of a country with a destiny to fulfil and a love that s beginning to bloom elisa s life is about to become
more complicated than ever before

The Crown of Embers
2012

months after bonding with rhys kai is finding her place among the wingless humans who have heartsworn to
dragons determined to help her new people she s delving deep into her magical training and is the first wingless to
ride into battle with her dragon mate going against customs as ancient as dragons rhys is forming his own vision for
dragonkind but the council have plans of their own that don t include a wingless queen meanwhile the war with
owain is finally here and the fight for control of dragonkind could destroy everything including humanity itself when
unbreakable bonds are torn asunder kai and rhys will learn exactly how deep their love goes the battle has begun
and no matter what happens this one will be the last if they can t come together their lives are forfeit as well as
every other life they hold dear book three of the dragonsworn trilogy

Truth of Embers
2015-12-14

everything changes for everly when her father is murdered his death triggers a catastrophic failure of their world
that can only be saved by his last surviving descendant facing a fight to the death at the last

First of Embers
2019-07-15

now you seelie now you don t layanna fairling hasn t come all the way across the land to be trapped in dragonscale
using her wits and her new found shape shifting ability layanna and her team get free of a second tyrant king with
the dragons by her side the lost queen must make her way back to althea she has been gone longer than expected
allowing king jordeek and the shroud to reign over the land will layanna defeat jordeek before the shroud kills the
kingdom or will the evil king somehow give up the throne and return althea back to its rightful ruler this is the last
book in the althea trilogy fae dragons fantasy historical fantasy epic fantasy sword sorcery fantasy romance
enemies to lovers teen ya fantasy teen ya fantasy romance teen ya epic fantasy witches seelie unseelie

Empire of Embers
2003-05-13

a modern day classic this highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their doomed city
has captivated kids and teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3 5 million copies the city of ember
was built as a last refuge for the human race two hundred years later the great lamps that light the city are
beginning to flicker when lina finds part of an ancient message she s sure it holds a secret that will save the city she
and her friend doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on ember forever nominated to 28
state award lists an american library association notable children s book a new york public library 100 titles for
reading and sharing selection a kirkus reviews editors choice a child magazine best children s book a mark twain
award winner a william allen white children s book award winner a realistic post apocalyptic world duprau s book
leaves doon and lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more usa today an electric debut
publishers weekly starred while ember is colorless and dark the book itself is rich with description voya starred a
harrowing journey into the unknown and cryptic messages for readers to decipher kirkus reviews starred
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The City of Ember
2017-02

he wouldn t understand he didn t live in a masked world in truth he did most beings pure humans walked through
life believing they were the only type of people that existed alena as a creature forbidden by both vampire and
witch law alena traverses the country with her vampire council chancellor mother in search of an unknown entity
everything changes when alena finds hunter their bond may be the key to the answers alena seeks as she
investigates the connection an equally handsome and mysterious suitor appears will the truth about his intentions
be uncovered before it s too late or will her mother s kingdom be reduced to embers find out in kingdom of embers

Kingdom of Embers
2022-02-15

once i was a broke college student now it seems i m destined to rule as the lightbringer queen of the demon realm
except i have competition in the form of orion the lord of chaos like me he has been marked as a leader we can t
keep our hands off each other even if he swore an oath to kill me it seems we both want the same thing the crown
and in this battle of wills only one of us will be left standing

Lord of Embers
2020-01-31

there is no sanctuary for those who are hunted natalia and athgar are safely ensconced in the sleepy town of
ostermund when a chance encounter leads them on a trail of deceit that implicates an old ally after discovering who
is behind the plot they must make a choice stay hidden or risk everything in the name of friendship athgar
descendent of a vanquished people wants only to protect that which he holds most dear natalia now secure in her
powers seeks peace but the ever growing shadow of the family threatens all she has fought for together they
embark on a path where even their success could spell defeat for this battle may start a war that none can stop
immerse yourself in a land steeped in magic and mystery as paul j bennett s the frozen flame series continues in his
newest tale embers be prepared for adventure when you pick up your copy of embers today new to the series first
get to know athgar and natalia in their origin stories into the fire the awakening then pick up ashes to learn how
they meet

Embers
2019-08-07

ember is the only light in a dark world but when its lamps begin to flicker two friends must race to escape the dark
this highly acclaimed adventure series is a modern day classic with over 4 million copies sold the city of ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race two hundred years later the great lamps that light the city are beginning to
dim when lina finds part of an ancient message she s sure it holds a secret that will save the city now she and her
friend doon must race to figure out the clues to keep the lights on if they succeed they will have to convince
everyone to follow them into danger but if they fail the lights will burn out and the darkness will close in forever
nominated to 28 state award lists an american library association notable children s book a new york public library
100 titles for reading and sharing selection a kirkus reviews editors choice a child magazine best children s book a
mark twain award winner a william allen white children s book award winner a realistic post apocalyptic world
duprau s book leaves doon and lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more usa today an
electric debut publishers weekly starred while ember is colorless and dark the book itself is rich with description
voya starred a harrowing journey into the unknown and cryptic messages for readers to decipher kirkus reviews
starred

Sky of Embers
2004-05-25

it is said that in times of war the world chooses its own champions these are the landkist elemental warriors blessed
by sky river stone and in the case of a select few fire itself for generations the flame wielding embers have been the
last line of defense against the nightmare creatures of the world apart now their light is fading when kole ember of
last lake is wounded by a demon unlike any they have seen before the wise believe it is a sign of an ancient enemy
returned a powerful sage known as the eastern dark while the valley is plunged into a war beyond reckoning the
land s greatest champions rise up to meet the coming threat but even the combined might of the last embers and
their elemental kin may not be enough to stem the tide of darkness kole has never believed in destiny but with his
people hanging on the precipice and his home on the brink of ruin he must discover the limits of the one power he
fears above all else his own tolkien meets miyazaki in a new breed of epic fantasy where elemental warriors clash
with immortal wizards and ancient gods start reading the 3 000 page epic today
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The City of Ember
2020-02-03

in the once peaceful city of falcon gate a string of murders claiming the lives of six young females have left its
citizens feeling baffled and uneasy with no evidence or witnesses to the crimes there is no telling who the bathory
killer a friend who drains the blood of his virgin victims is or what innocent soul could be next until michael medrano
an individual personally affected by the perpetrator s actions comes across an unlikely source which drags him into
a parallel world he never knew existed where he learns the true unimaginable nature behind the murders

Valley of Embers
2017-06-27

in a region torn apart by warring factions will the honourable remnant be able to withstand the fire and can the act
of one stranger change everything

Stir of Embers
2020-04-09

the writings of robert cronin are a fusion of poetry hidden in prose the author takes words and fills them with color
as they find their way to the heart for answers in this collection cronin writes of his college years offering a candid
portrayal of a more relaxed and fun time in his life

Of Embers
1996-12

after a long war between the elves and humans morrowmer is a land full of divided people finally free from decades
of captivity annalise a high elf is on the run moving from refugee camp to refugee camp she keeps to herself these
places are dangerous especially for an elf one night the camp is attacked by strange ferocious beasts she should
flee but when she stops to save a human she alters her fate forever stolen and taken to a new land she discovers
there is so much more going on than she first thought a great darkness is about to descend on the fae lands and
she might be the only one who can save them all can annalise rise from the ashes of her past and become the
person she was born to be this is slow burn reverse harem and is aimed at readers 18 there are some scenes that
some readers may find upsetting

The Glow of Embers: Fragments with a Twist!
1966

has prince issah given sterlyn an impossible task sterlyn is working hard to become a prior and start his new life a
life without his lifetime friend rillion who snagged his heart and took it with her when she passed into everlasting he
has turned his back on his family and his province determined to start fresh in a new town one far away from the
painful memories that plague his dreams except before he can earn the title of priorship sterlyn must undergo three
challenges that will test his dedication and try his last shred of patience he is sent into the deepest forest ruled by
warring clans of dwarfs centaurs and other creatures all of them are at odds with each other how will he ever make
headway when the only thing the clans hate more than each other is the presence of a human encroaching upon
their territory rillion isn t dead but wishes the cruel magpie family would go ahead and send her to everlasting at
least she would be reunited with the family that once loved her what remains of her beloved province is full of
greedy merchants hateful people and a step family that will do anything to gain more power and prestige once
rillion s mind clears from the potion the twin sisters use to keep her under their control things change rillion can
finally see clearly what she missed before when her life was comfortable the despair of her situation wars with the
desire to escape and seek help for the defeated province is it too late when juniper the okbold shows up rillion
learns it s never too late to fight back she has the desire but will that be enough

The Beauty of Embers
2021-06-19

with more than 3 5 million copies sold the city of ember books are modern day classics lina and doon s heart
pounding journey to save their people has captivated readers around the world and the four adventures are bound
together here for the very first time escape the dark discover the adventure the city of ember was built as a last
refuge for the human race but now with terrifying blackouts sweeping through the streets lina and doon know it s
only a matter of time before the lights go out and never come back on again when lina finds part of an ancient
message she and doon explore long forgotten parts of their dying city as they race to solve the mystery if they
succeed they will have to convince everyone to follow them into danger and an exciting new world but if they fail
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the lights will burn out and the darkness will close in forever the series begins with the groundbreaking dystopian
novel the city of ember the story of a girl a boy and their beleaguered city through the sequel the people of sparks
the satisfying conclusion the diamond of darkhold and the prequel the prophet of yonwood author jeanne duprau
offers a vision of hope that while sometimes flickering against the darkness ultimately shines through like the bright
dawning of a new world

A Lady of Embers
2021-08-07

everyone s lives sit in a precarious balance except clara artesia s being a pawn in everyone else s game forced her
to make a choice between two men and a final decision that would destroy her clara will continue her journey of self
discovery while learning of the true world in which she belongs the world of darthium and its secrets have been
frozen in time but now it has been liberated from the curse that once bound it clara must join forces with a man
who she doesn t trust in order to find the truth after reconnecting with friends clara knows she must trust herself
but her tenderheart makes it difficult when the truth of her mate surfaces in this captivating action packed sequel
to a clash of stars britt stark connects the past with the present unleashing the unexpected on everyone and
everything that exists in darthium

Blade of Embers
2016-08-23

enter the dragon duels an action packed urban fantasy series full of dragon riding death games and a romantic sub
plot with a heroine determined to prove her worth a deadly game an unsuspecting competitor and fire breathing
dragons two hundred and fifty people go into the dragon duels one in fifteen come out when raine finds herself part
of the quarterly dragon duels she has to do everything she can to survive without losing herself in the process
teaming up with a volunteer from the white towers is the last thing she thought she d do but cobalt has the
information she needs to live to win and she isn t about to let that slip through her fingers escaping from the
dragons is only half the battle does she have what it takes to win the rest stoking the embers is book one in the
dragon duels series an urban fantasy adventure with a dystopian flare and a slow burn m f romantic subplot if you
like deadly competitions low key magic dystopian settings dragons and slow burn romantic subplots start the
dragon duels series today with stoking the embers

The City of Ember Complete Series
2024-01-09

in the spring 2003 kids parents teachers librarians whole communities discovered and fell in love with jeanne
duprau s story about a doomed city and the two children who found a way out nearly 10 years later that story the
city of ember is a bona fide classic with over 1 7 million copies sold now experience jeanne duprau s vision anew as
artist niklas asker faithfully brings to life the glare of the lamps the dinginess of the streets and the brilliance of the
first sunrise

A Clash of Embers
2012-09-25

a deadly puzzle a closing trap my name is nadia and i m a marshal of the high queen of the elves that means it s
my responsibility to broker a peace deal between the dwarves and the elven commoners and there are lots of elven
nobles who would like to see the deal fail so when the lord inquisitor arvalaeon arrives on my doorstep critically
wounded and missing the last week of his memory things have just gotten even more complicated one false step
and the embers will become an inferno

Stoking The Embers
2023-11-16

in the blue ice of an arctic cave a scientist has made an extraordinary discovery a woman s body frozen for 25 000
years in a near perfect state with pliant tissues vessels filled with blood and an embryo waiting to be born they
called her ember the child of their heart born to surrogate parents who refused to yield her after birth raised among
the quanoot indians ember is as modern as those around her a young woman struggling with a loneliness and
yearning she does not yet understand stronger than her classmates imbued with the power to heal ember s soul
resounds with the cries and whispers of a time she has never seen and of a people who beckon her home desperate
to unravel the mystery of her birth ember embarks on a spellbinding journey to find the people who call to her in
her dreams guided by a shaman who has waited for her return pursued by the man of science who brought her to
life ember is drawn to a place where no one else can go where her ancestors the golden skinned people of her
dreams wait for her to set them free
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The City of Ember
1996

formed after a long and costly war the league of embers has led the effort to rebuild newland with the charismatic
and clever votirius cahspa at its head when a series of murders implicates the order of mages raine must seek the
mysterious assassin as the influence and livelihood of her people diminishes rapidly with the question of her own
relevancy hanging above her in her absence those close to her endure their own struggles of love pain and identity
as local politics and the emergence of a strange cult demand the order s attention and dwindling resources

Cloak of Embers
2013-06-04

she was born to destroy the world esme oakenheart knows of only one thing control her emotions at all costs all her
life she s been kept indoors with only the servants and her books as company now at the age of eighteen she is
expected to marry a prince whom she has never met in order to secure peace with her kingdom everything goes
according to plan until her convoy is attacked by mercenaries hired to kill her now lost and with only magnus the
captain of the royal guard as her ally esme must find out who was behind the attack but things are not what they
seem her people are starving and in grave danger can esme manage to control her powers or is she doomed to
fulfill her curse and become the monster she fears to be if you like kick butt heroines slow burn romance intriguing
magic and breathtaking adventure then you will love daughter of embers grab your copy today to journey into a
medieval world of princesses and sorceresses elves and knights and a curse that will change their world forever
daughter of embers is the first book in the romantic fantasy heir of the forsaken series perfect for fans of sarah j
maas and leigh bardugo

Ember from the Sun
2021-03-04

i had dreams of the sun dying like hot coal smothered by sand suffocating in a world where darkness hunted light
but then i woke and saw that it had risen again and i knew we would be no different from this battle to the next we
would endure what began as a war of force had turned to one of secrets and strategies an army was amassing in
the shadows hidden from our eyes slipping into our ranks until there was nowhere safe to turn and nobody left to
trust to win the war i would be forced to forget the man i trusted and to bind myself to the men i hated forever
since the first day the great masters have fought for control over me fought to claim me in marriage and seize my
power for themselves every step of the way they ve asked me to choose they ve attempted to deal and swindle the
decision out of me but i ve managed to out manoeuvre them at every turn bringing me to this moment the moment
i finally choose if they can take my power i can take theirs and if marriage is how they want to do it then so be it i ll
marry all five of them and choose myself this epic apocalyptic fantasy is dark lush and gritty the heroin has multiple
slow burn love interests who all begin as true enemies so you don t have to choose your favourite anti hero this
series has some intense and dark themes and the heroes begin as utterly irredeemable alpha a holes so consider
yourselves warned

The League of Embers
2021-06-08

the chains of embers is a captivating anthology that unites 35 talented writers and poets from diverse backgrounds
spanning across two enchanting languages english and hindi this collection takes readers on a poetic journey
weaving together unique voices and perspectives to create a tapestry of emotions experiences and profound
storytelling

Daughter of Embers (Heir of the Forsaken Book 1)
2014-08-26

carson joins the ranks of writers like kristin cashore megan whalen turner and tamora pierce as one of ya s best
writers of high fantasy locus magazine all three volumes of rae carson s new york times bestselling the girl of fire
and thorns trilogy plus the three novellas set in the same world available together an insecure princess with an
unclear destiny becomes a secret bride a revolutionary a queen and finally the champion her world so desperately
needs in this epic fantasy series that tamora pierce called engrossing and that veronica roth said was intense
unique definitely recommended once every century one person is chosen for greatness but the prophecy is vague
and elisa has no idea why she was chosen or how she will fulfill the expectations her future is unknown and her
potential is tremendous even if she doesn t realize it a sweeping fantasy series about a young woman finding her
true strength this is perfect for fans of kristin cashore s graceling series and george r r martin s game of thrones
this collection includes the three volumes of the trilogy book one the girl of fire and thorns book two the crown of
embers and book three the bitter kingdom it also includes the three novellas set in the world of the series the
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shadow cats the shattered mountain and the king s guard don t miss the empire of dreams rae carson s action
packed return to the world of the girl of fire and thorns

A Dream of Embers
2017-09-19

every revolution begins with a spark in a world torn apart by war one nation remains standing cinder city it is
surrounded by three state rings fringe boundary and limits and run by the authority president atlas gold the
tyrannical leader of the golden city the population is divided into two groups the rich and the poor the solvents and
the insolvents and controlled under the threat of being named an ember a death sentence each year cinder officials
open their golden gates and hold the ember harvest of all eighteen year olds the harvest is a test of the potential
embers it is said that over three hundred years ago the insolvents had grown tired of their treatment and had
mastered innate abilities to help them wage war against cinder city now as a precaution every child is tested for the
scoria singularity remnants of the genetics from a time the world had been almost destroyed overnight for the
authority would never risk another war he would remove the sparks the embers before they started another
revolution for ezra an irish chippewa the last of the chippewa people and recently named a potential ember sent to
ember gates survival is in her blood as the ember gates transforms her and the others ezra must determine who
her real allies are what parts of herself she is willing to sacrifice and where her newfound love fits into the cruel
world of ember gates ezra will be pushed to the limits having to decide between her humanity and staying

THE CHAINS OF EMBERS
2003-12-16

originally published in 1942 and now rediscovered to international acclaim this taut and exquisitely structured novel
by the hungarian master sandor marai conjures the melancholy glamour of a decaying empire and the disillusioned
wisdom of its last heirs in a secluded woodland castle an old general prepares to receive a rare visitor a man who
was once his closest friend but who he has not seen in forty one years over the ensuing hours host and guest will
fight a duel of words and silences accusations and evasions they will exhume the memory of their friendship and
that of the general s beautiful long dead wife and they will return to the time the three of them last sat together
following a hunt in the nearby forest a hunt in which no game was taken but during which something was lost
forever embers is a classic of modern european literature a work whose poignant evocation of the past also seems
like a prophetic glimpse into the moral abyss of the present

The Girl of Fire and Thorns Complete Collection
2011-07-01

in the sequel to fallen embers the shapeshifting slaves of fairbanks have broken their chains with help from kiera
fire mage and lifted her to govern their city but kiera and her co rulers struggle to integrate the former slaves and
the remaining mages a worse threat outside fairbanks waits to fracture the fragile peace governor vrishka the skani
water mage of barrow has marched an army from the north and sends terms surrender fairbanks and restore the
skani mages to rule or he will raze the city and kill all the shifters he gifts them ten turns of the sun to make their
decision halfway through the armistice a devastating blow steals all hope for fairbanks victory and crushes kiera s
heart can she summon the strength to transcend her grief and find a way to defeat vrishka if so what price is she
willing to pay five days and a city await her decision welcome to the alternate alaska where those born with the
power to control the elements rule as nobility over those who cannot for now

The Cinder City Embers: Singularity
2022-12-06

fable and her friends are on a mission to restore her grandfather s memories there s only one thing in starfell that
can heal his magical injuries the ashes of a recently reborn phoenix they head out to visit thorn s family in the
windswept mountains who can guide them to a phoenix s den near their home but finding its ashes and unlocking
their magic is not going to be easy especially with endora vying for the bird s flames desperate to use them to
break her bond with the immortal dragon can fable and her friends reach the phoenix before endora and find the
key to unlocking its power

Embers
2023-08-11

of embers ashes is a modern day thief at the cross story of restoration forgiveness and redemption the week
started off typical for mick shorlan regrets of his past and family tragedies that had consumed him for years filled
his thoughts he took the time to search out and harass a street evangelist standards for the bitter egocentric and
self centered man he had become yet this week would prove to be the most critical for him when a series of events
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confront him with himself his attitudes perspectives and who he is at the core of his very being orchestrated by the
creator the changes mick undergoes in a week s time especially concerning forgiveness transform him in
preparation for the not so hollywood happy ending

Blowing Embers
2022-05-19

on a cold winter morning in ashcrest the unthinkable happens someone delivers new phonebooks for a small town
using magic to hide itself in the rocky mountains of colorado it is a near disaster and a clear sign that the protective
wards are wearing out far ahead of schedule while investigating the failures joshua woods is accidentally teleported
to another world in ryvarra dragons dominate the sky armies of golems thunder through open plains and mages
prepare spells beneath the looming shadow of war faced with the reality that no help is coming joshua must find his
own road home and a way to fix ashcrest s faltering magical defenses little does he know he s about to earn his
wings

The Song of Embers
1996-08-01

kiri helena solene may have gotten her mate back but that was just the beginning the battle lines have been drawn
and her nemesis has already struck the first blow

Of Embers' Ashes
2019-01-28

i loved calder cruz from the moment he taught me to fly he might ve been my brother s best friend but he was my
everything the only one who understood me my safest place my person until one night changed it all and we
became strangers in a single breath now years later i see him every day at the fire station i watch him raise
adorable twin girls as a single dad but he has no idea how hard it was to see him move on without me how much i
still burn for him a twist of fate changes everything when my life is on the line it s calder who saves me who comes
charging back into my heart with a vengeance and makes it clear he s determined to stay but as long buried
embers light anew there are those who lurk in the shadows and they ll do whatever it takes to extinguish that flame
for good

Embers
2021-08

The Glow of Embers
2022-04-11

The War of Embers

Crown of Embers

Falling Embers
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